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Abstract—General matrix multiplication (GEMM) is universal
in various applications, such as signal processing, machine
learning, and computer vision. Conventional GEMM hardware
architectures based on binary computing exhibit low area and
energy eﬃciency as they scale due to the spatial nature of number
representation and computing. Unary computing, on the other
hand, can be performed with extremely simple processing units,
often just with a single logic gate. But currently there exist no
eﬃcient architectures for unary GEMM.
In this paper, we present uGEMM, an area- and energy-eﬃcient
unary GEMM architecture enabled by novel arithmetic units.
The proposed design relaxes previously-imposed constraints on
input bit streams—low correlation and long stream length—
and achieves superior area and energy eﬃciency over existing
unary systems. Furthermore, uGEMM’s output bit streams exhibit higher accuracy and faster convergence, enabling dynamic
energy-accuracy scaling on resource-constrained systems.
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of uGEMM.

conversion and storage in binary computing. Provided binary
input and suﬃciently high computational intensity, unary
computing can embrace orders of magnitude more energy
eﬃciency than binary [31]. Our goal in this work is not
to argue superiority over binary systems but rather enable
unparalleled eﬃciency for unary computing, since it has shown
promise in recent years.
Unfortunately, existing unary computing systems based on
rate coding, namely stochastic computing [14], fail to fully
realize the beneﬁt of high area and energy eﬃciency because
processing units require uncorrelated bit streams or long, repeated bit streams as input. As a result, they suﬀer from either
costly random number generators (RNGs) or long latency, both
of which result in low energy eﬃciency. Unary computing
systems based on temporal coding, like race logic [38], have
been proposed more recently to mitigate these limitations, but
no eﬃcient adder and multiplier units are available, making it
inapplicable to GEMM applications.
In this work, we take a novel unary computing approach
to enable eﬃcient GEMM processing on extremely areaand energy-constrained devices, overcoming the limitations
of existing unary systems. We argue that an ideal unary
computing system should not be conﬁned to only either rate
or temporal encoding schemes but rather strive for the best of
all worlds. We propose a uniﬁed unary GEMM architecture,
dubbed uGEMM, that works with both rate and temporal

I. Introduction
General matrix multiplication (GEMM) is a ubiquitous
operation essential in many emerging applications, particularly
deep neural networks (DNNs). Though traditionally implemented as software libraries for CPUs and GPUs [29, 46–
48], recent works strive for improved energy eﬃciency via
hardware acceleration exploiting parallel multiplications [11,
22, 28, 36, 37, 52, 64, 71]. However, as we maximize parallelism, conventional binary computing where numbers are
represented and computed in parallel multiple bits suﬀers from
poor hardware area and energy eﬃciency due to exponentially
growing wire congestion [66].
Unary computing is a promising solution to improve the area
and energy eﬃciency of massively parallel computing by representing numbers as serial bit streams computed by extremely
area- and energy-eﬃcient processing units [6]. Beneﬁts of
unary computing over non-unary computing have already been
proven in prior works [7, 33, 41, 57]. Given analog input from
sensors [3, 63], unary computing can directly process sensor
data converted by simple analog-to-stochastic converters in a
fully-streaming manner, mitigating the energy overheads of
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Representation

encoding schemes and overcomes the above weaknesses of
current unary computing systems as illustrated in Figure 1. It is
the ﬁrst to support fully streaming execution and reliable early
termination, where bit streams are processed in a continuous
pipeline (without conversion between binary and unary), and
the output accuracy stabilizes early. This oﬀers unprecedented
ﬂexibility to dynamically trade oﬀ accuracy for latency to meet
hard constraints on energy eﬃciency.
In this paper, we describe how to overcome the fundamental
challenges of building a uniﬁed unary computing system and
present novel encoding-insensitive arithmetic units for unary
GEMM. The contributions are summarized as follows:
• We present novel uniﬁed unary computing units for
multiplication, scaled addition, and non-scaled addition
that support both rate and temporal representations.
• We characterize state-of-the-art unary computing units
based on robustness regarding stability—a new metric
introduced in this paper—and insensitivity to correlation.
• We build the ﬁrst uniﬁed unary GEMM architecture
(uGEMM), demonstrating high accuracy, energy eﬃciency
and low latency. uGEMM saves up to 98% energy (72%
on average) compared to the most accurate state-of-theart unary approaches, with accuracy loss less than 0.5%
from the ideal output.
• We enable support for early termination, showing that
uGEMM can reach >95% accuracy in up to 84% fewer
cycles compared to the best rate-coded baseline and
up to 99.6% fewer cycles to reach satisfactory stability
compared to the best temporal-coded baseline.
• We develop an open-source PyTorch-based cycle-accurate
simulator for unary computing [68]. We evaluate uGEMM
at an application level via a multilayer perceptron case
study, which shows 7% higher classiﬁcation accuracy
compared to conventional unary approaches and demonstrates support for early termination to save latency by
72% while maintaining accuracy.
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Fig. 2. Unary computing data representations and limitations.

probability of a bit being 1 in the corresponding bit stream.
More speciﬁcally, to represent a value V ∈ [0, 1], the bit stream
must satisfy P(S = 1) = V, where S refers to a sampled bit
in the bit stream, as shown in Figure 2. The bipolar format
extends the value range to [−1, 1], and the bit stream follows
P(S = 1) = (V + 1)/2. Given these formats, any real number
can be scaled and mapped into a rate-coded bit stream.
b) Stochastic computing: Stochastic computing performs
computation by manipulating input bit streams statistically.
The majority of functions in binary computing are also
supported in stochastic computing [14, 50, 67], and some
examples of widely-used linear functional units are listed in
Table I. In stochastic computing, an adder with two inputs
A and B can be implemented by a two-input multiplexer
(MUX) whose select signal is a stochastic bit stream with
P(S = 1) = 0.5. This computes Vout = (VA + VB )/2, where a
scaling factor of 2 is introduced to prevent overﬂow. Besides
the scaled addition using MUX, nonscaled addition can be
done with an OR gate. Multiplication can be achieved using
an AND gate for unipolar bit streams and an XNOR gate for
bipolar bit streams. Recent work focuses on designing eﬃcient
nonlinear functional units as well [9, 67].
c) Limitation — correlation problem: Since stochastic
computing operates on the basis of statistics, the distribution
of 1s in the input bit streams can strongly impact the output
accuracy, known as the correlation problem. For example,
an AND gate can only accurately compute the product of
two input streams when they are not correlated; that is,
the ratio of paired 1s/0s and unpaired 1s/0s across the two
streams is set according to input values. Otherwise, if there
are more paired 1s than expectation, it ends up computing the
minimum function [67]. To alleviate the impact of correlation,
researchers have proposed to 1) use costly RNGs to suppress
correlation [35], 2) control correlation [32] or 3) leverage
correlation when computing [4, 9, 67].
One proposal to circumvent this problem is isolating
stochastic computing from correlation with a deterministic
approach [19], where two input bit streams are expanded via
diﬀerent styles of repetition in order to mimic the convolution
of two bit streams. Because every bit of one bit stream interacts
with every bit of the other, the computation no longer depends
on the distribution of 1s. While this method enables the use of
typical stochastic computing units with high accuracy, it suﬀers
from long computation latency: 22n cycles for inputs of two nbit binary numbers, compared to 2n cycles in typical stochastic
computing. Follow-on work of this determinstic approach [42]

II. Background and Related Work
In this section, we review key unary computing and GEMM
concepts necessary for understanding our uGEMM design.
First, we present a taxonomy of unary computing according to
their data encoding methods: rate coding [2, 61] and temporal
coding [60], shown in Figure 2. Then we review state-of-theart implementations of GEMM architectures.
A. Rate Coding-Based Unary Computing
Rate coding is a coding scheme where information is
contained in the frequency of an event. Rate coding is
adopted in stochastic computing, which ﬁnds application in
low-density parity-check (LDPC) decoding [62, 66], image
processing [3, 45] and DNNs [34, 53, 58].
a) Data representation: Rate-coded data relies on the
frequency of 1s and 0s in the bit stream to represent its
value. There are various encoding schemes, the most widely
used being unipolar and bipolar formats [14]. In the unipolar
format, a value in the range of [0, 1] is encoded as the
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TABLE I
Functional units available in unary computing.

Function
Add
Multiply
Add constant
Minimum
Maximum
Inhibit

Rate coding
[14, 16, 19, 25], uGEMM
[14, 16, 19, 57], uGEMM

Temporal coding

D. General Matrix Multiplication in DNNs

uGEMM
uGEMM

[39,
[38,
[38,
[59,

[4, 32]
[4, 32]

designs that achieve high accuracy, low hardware complexity
and short latency for both representations simultaneously?

GEMM is part of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS) library that performs matrix multiplication:

63]
63]
63]
63]

O = αAB + βC,

(1)

where A, B and C are input matrices and α and β are
scaling factors. In DNNs, the most computation-intensive
layers are fully connected layers and convolution layers [27].
Fully connected layers are naturally suitable for GEMM,
while convolution layers require transformation before GEMM
computation [12, 13, 18], supported in popular software deep
learning frameworks [1, 21, 51]. However, as evaluated in [20],
95% of GPU runtime and 89% of CPU runtime are spent
on software-conﬁgured GEMM operations for fully connected
layers and convolution layers, and therefore it is critical to
reduce its energy consumption by using dedicated energyeﬃcient GEMM hardware [26, 53, 56, 57].

2n

reduces the long latency back to
cycles by scrambling the
bit stream, at the expense of degraded accuracy.
B. Temporal Coding-Based Unary Computing
Temporal coding is a coding scheme where the timing relation of events contains information. Unary computing using
temporal-coded data has been used in various applications
such as DNA sequence alignment [38], decision trees [63],
and median ﬁlter/sorting networks [43, 44].
a) Data representation: Temporal coding encodes data
into the timing of a signal’s transition (or edge), with the bit
stream as a chain of 1s followed by a chain of 0s. The value
can be embedded into the generation of the bit stream [43,
44], or into the path a signal takes, i.e., a longer path will
delay the edge observed at the downstream computing unit for
longer [38], alternatively referred to as race logic.
b) Temporal computing: Unlike conventional stochastic
computing [14], temporal computing performs computations
deterministically and bit streams can be generated without
RNGs. Table I lists all existing functional units available in
temporal computing. For example, the minimum function can
be performed using a simple AND gate by detecting the ﬁrst arriving edge (i.e., less delay). Similarly, the maximum function
is implemented by an OR gate to detect the most delayed edge.
Addition with a constant operand can be performed by adding
delay units [39, 63]. Furthermore, race logic can imitate the
behavior of winner-take-all inhibition of a multi-input neuron,
which only passes the ﬁrst incoming edge [59].
c) Limitation — lack of essential functional units: Prior
to our work, some essential functional units, such as adders and
multipliers, have never been proposed for temporal computing.
In order to fully exploit the beneﬁt of temporal computing,
an area- and energy-eﬃcient implementation of addition and
multiplication is necessary.

III. A Systematic View of Unary Bit Streams
In this section, we present two metrics for bit streams that
characterize how their distributions of 1s and 0s aﬀect the
quality of unary computing results. The ﬁrst is the correlation
between two bit streams, which measures how aligned (or
dependent) two bit streams are. The second is the stability of
a bit stream, which measures how fast a bit stream stabilizes.
These two metrics are applicable for any style of unary bit
streams and enables systematic analysis of arbitrary unary
computing architectures.
a) Correlation: The ﬁrst metric, correlation, is the cross
correlation [4] between two unary bit streams X and Y of
length L, deﬁned as:
corr(X, Y ) =
ad − bc
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ L × min(a + b, a + c) − (a + b)(a + c) ,
⎪
ad − bc
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
⎩ (a + b)(a + c) − L × max(a − d, 0)

if ad > bc
otherwise
(2)

Here, a is the number of bit pairs where {Xi, Yi } = {1, 1} (i
denotes the bit position in a stream), b is number of pairs
where {Xi, Yi } = {1, 0}, c is number of pairs where {Xi, Yi } =
{0, 1}, and d is number of pairs where {Xi, Yi } = {0, 0}. In a
nutshell, the correlation between two bit streams reﬂects the
extent of overlapping 0s and 1s in the bit streams and hints at
the achievable accuracy of an operation based on these input
bit streams [4]. Correlation is bound to the range [−1, +1].
b) Stability: Rate-coded bit streams inherently have the
progressive precision property [5] where an increase in the
stream length leads to an increase in accuracy. A partial output
bit stream still represents the same value as the full bit stream
but with low accuracy, i.e., an early-terminated bit stream is a
low-accuracy version of the full bit stream. Early termination,
a common concept in approximate computing [8, 15, 54, 65],

C. Challenge of a Uniﬁed Unary Architecture
Though both rate coding and temporal coding are fundamental forms in unary computing system, the wide range of
their existing implementations are highly disparate in a couple
aspects. First, there is an inconsistent level of accuracy among
rate-coded and temporal-coded implementations, depending on
the operations performed. Second, current implementations are
specialized and would require expensive regeneration of bit
streams in order to support operations that are best with rate
coding along with those that are best with temporal coding
in the same architecture. This motivates an important research
question for unary computing – can we build uniﬁed unary
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They produce highly stable and accurate output bit
streams, without trading oﬀ latency, for early termination.
We will ﬁrst introduce uMUL, uSADD, and uNSADD, followed
by the integrated uGEMM architecture. For each functional unit
design, we theorize its behavior then map the mathematical formulation onto the microarchitecture in Figure 3, accompanied
by a walkthrough example in Table III.
•

TABLE II
Distribution metrics in unary computing.

Metric
Correlation
Stability

Optimal
Actual
Optimal
Actual

Rate coding
0
[-1,+1]
1
(0,1]

Temporal coding
+1
+1
Min
Min

is essential for time- and energy-constrained devices. Stability
is a new metric we propose in this work to measure how early
a bit stream’s progressive precision [5] stabilizes/converges.
For a bit stream of length L, VL represents its ﬁnal value
and Vl represents the progressive precision value of the partial
bit stream based on the ﬁrst l bits (l ≤ L). If starting from the
l-th bit, the bias ΔVl = |Vl − VL | is consistently smaller than a
user-deﬁned threshold VTHD , then stability is calculated as:

A. uMUL: Unary Multiplication
Analyzing the multiplication of two values, we reorganize
the probability equation according to the eﬀective operations
each logic gate performs, from which we obtain the most
concise and practical unipolar/bipolar unary multiplier that
1) produces accurate results without excessive RNGs and 2) is
insensitive to input distribution.
1) Mathematical Expression
a) Unipolar: For multiplying two unipolar streams, the
theoretical output value, Vout , is expressed as the product of
two input values, Vin,0 and Vin,1 :

max{l |ΔVl−1 > VTHD }
(3)
L
Stability ranges between 0 and 1, with a higher value indicating
an earlier progressive precision convergence, implying better
adaptiveness to early termination. This metric can be applied
to temporal-coded bit streams if we consider the bit streams
within a certain time range as Bernoulli sequences in stochastic
computing, but will generally yield low stability as temporalcoded data lacks the progressive precision property.
c) Challenge — distribution-sensitiveness: Table II lists
the optimal and realistic value ranges for correlation and
stability in diﬀerent coding schemes. Having the optimal input
correlation leads to higher ﬁnal accuracy, while having the
optimal stability indicates a higher potential for lowering
computation latency with minimal accuracy loss. Current
stochastic computing schemes provide no guarantees for either
metric, with the exception of the deterministic approach of
stochastic computing that guarantees zero correlation at the
cost of long latency. In temporal computing, because bit
streams always start with a chain of 1s followed by a chain
of 0s, the bit stream cannot stabilize until all 1s have been
observed. Both correlation and stability are important metrics
not only for the input bit streams of unary computing units,
but also for the output bit streams of these computing units.
This is especially the case for a hierarchical system such as
GEMM where an output bit stream can be directly used as the
input stream of other components.
Stability = 1 −

Vout = Vin,0 · Vin,1,
P(Sout = 1) = P(Sin,0 = 1) · P(Sin,1 = 1),

(4)

where S∗ refers to the input or output bit stream. Gaines
uses an AND gate to approximate the desired probability
in Eq. 4 [14]. However, this AND-gate multiplier actually
implements the joint probability in Eq. 5 instead. This joint
probability only matches Eq. 4 perfectly when two input bit
streams are independent (i.e., have zero correlation), which is
not ensured using conventional bit stream generation.
P(Sout = 1) = P(Sin,0 = 1, Sin,1 = 1)
= P(Sin,0 = 1) · P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1)

(5)

To accurately implement Eq. 4 yet still beneﬁt from a simple
AND-gate design, we embed the requirement of zero correlation into uMUL’s bit stream generation by enforcing Eq. 6,
P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1) == P(Sin,1 = 1),

(6)

Since the AND-gate multiplication only cares about the
input of bit stream Sin,1 when Sin,0 = 1, we deﬁne


eﬀ
P Sin,1 = 1 = P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1),
(7)
eﬀ

where Sin,1 is the eﬀective bits for AND gate (i.e., when
Sin,0 = 1), with which we regulate the following discussion
for implementation.
Eq. 6 gives us insight into how to build an accurate
multiplier. Recalling the notation in Eq. 2, let a, b, c and
d represent the counts of (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 0) pairs
for two input bit streams (Sin,0, Sin,1 ). The marginal probability
is P(Sin,1 = 1) = (a + c)/(a + b + c + d) and the conditional
probability is P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1) = a/(a+b). Eq. 2 states that
if correlation is zero, then ad = bc. Plugging this in, we get
(a + c)/(a + b+ c + d) = a/(a + b); thus, zero correlation implies
that the conditional probability in uMUL equals the marginal
probability. Therefore, the output of uMUL is accurate.

IV. uGEMM Architecture
In this section, we present our uGEMM architecture and
novel linear functional unit designs: uMUL, uSADD, and uNSADD. uGEMM overcomes the challenges of existing unary
approaches in Section II. uGEMM features high parallelism,
input insensitivity, and early termination, owing to our novel
functional units, which outstrip prior designs because:
• They are free of the correlation problem and achieve high
accuracy with rate-coded input.
• They are distribution-insensitive, seamlessly accepting inputs represented in either rate coding or temporal coding
without costly data conversion.
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(in Eq. 12)
 Average by N (in Eq. 12)
(c) N-input uSADD

Cin,n (in Eq. 17)
 Accumulation
n=0
 Offset Cof f set subtraction (in Eq. 17)
 MIN operation (in Eq. 17)
(d) N-input uNSADD

Fig. 3. uGEMM functional units. Thick line: binary signal; and thin line: unary signal.
TABLE III
Functional example of uGEMM units (unipolar). Values are in decimal.

b) Bipolar: Similar to Eq. 4 and 5 for unipolar, we derive
the expression for bipolar data representation in Eq. 8 and 9:
Vout = Vin,0 · Vin,1


2 · P(Sout = 1) − 1 = 2 · P(Sin,0 = 1) − 1 · 2 · P(Sin,1 = 1) − 1
P(Sout = 1) = P(Sin,0 = 1) · P(Sin,1 = 1)+
P(Sin,0 = 0) · P(Sin,1 = 0)
(8)
P(Sout = 1) = P(Sin,0 = 1, Sin,1 = 1) + P(Sin,0 = 0, Sin,1 = 0)
= P(Sin,0 = 1) · P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1)+
P(Sin,0 = 0) · P(Sin,1 = 0|Sin,0 = 0)
(9)
Following the same reasoning as for Eq. 6, accurate multiplication can be achieved by forcing both eﬀective bits as
P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1) == P(Sin,1 = 1)
P(Sin,1 = 0|Sin,0 = 0) == P(Sin,1 = 0)

Current Value

Cyc S

in,0

0
1
2
3

1
0
0
1

Sin,1

-

C
2
2
2
2

G
1
3
3
3

A Sout PCout >in,0 >in,1 Sout
0 1 4 4 0 1
1 0 1 5 1 1
3 0 2 7 2 1
0 1 1 8 3 1
2/4
4/4
2/4=(3+2+ 4/4=MIN{4,
1+2)/(4×4) (3+2+1+2)}/4

&in,0 &in,1 Sout Sin,0 Sin,1 Sin,2 Sin,3 PCout

Vout

1
0
0
1
1/4

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

Vex p

1/4=(2/4)×(2/4)

1
1
1
0

1
0
1
0

1
0
0
0

Vout

Vex p

1
0
0
1

4
1
2
1

MUL
ADD
uMUL
uSADD
uNSADD
Sin and Sout denote the bitstream input and output; C, G, A represent counter, bit
stream generator, and accumulator; PC , & , and > are parallel counter, accumulator,
and comparator. Note that here in uMUL-ST, the 1-count of Sin,1 is prestored in C.

from the correlation problem, it is feasible to share bit stream
generators in uGEMM with no additional eﬀort [70].
As uMUL exclusively applies conditional probability to
generate those eﬀective bits in Sin,1 , the distribution in the
output bit stream actually depends on the distribution in the
input bit stream Sin,0 . In other words, if the input to uMUL
is generated by conventional stochastic computing units, the
output of uMUL can be consumed by subsequent conventional
stochastic computing units seamlessly with no additional error.
In Table III’s example, we show that unipolar uMUL’s output
value Vout exactly matches the expected value Vexp thanks to
the conditional bit stream generation at cycles 0, which then
stops updating the generation if observing Sin,0 = 0, for the
AND gate.

(10)

2) Implementation
a) Unipolar: As shown in Figure 3(a), the circuit construction based on Eq. 6 to attain the distribution-insensitive
multiplier is straightforward. First, the counter is responsible
for holding the probability value for input Sin,1 . This data
can be either streamed as serial bits or prestored as a binary value into the counter, both supporting fully streaming
dataﬂow. The former works in an in-stream manner, thus
denoted as uMUL-IS. The latter, which prestores data statically,
named uMUL-ST, is well-suited for neural networks with static
weights. A bit stream generator based on Sobol sequence [35]
is then adopted to enforce that the desired probability is
generated during Sin,0 = 1, which enables the conditional bit
eﬀ
stream generation of Sin,1 . The generated bit is logic one if
the Sobol sequence number is smaller than the probability;
otherwise it is logic zero. At the end, an AND gate is adopted
eﬀ
to multiply Sin,0 and Sin,1 .
b) Bipolar: For the bipolar architecture in Figure 3(b),
we extend the unipolar circuit so that it behaves as an XNOR
(decomposed in the ﬁgure). The bottom half of Figure 3(b)
generates the eﬀective bits when Sin,0 = 1, as in the unipolar
circuit, producing P(Sin,0 = 1) · P(Sin,1 = 1|Sin,0 = 1). The top
half takes the inverse and produces P(Sin,0 = 0) · P(Sin,1 =
0|Sin,0 = 0). The partial results are sent through an OR gate
to attain the ﬁnal bit stream. Note that as uMUL is now free

B. uSADD: Unary Scaled Addition
For an N-input unary scaled addition, we derive a uniﬁed
expression for both unipolar and bipolar representations based
on probabilities and describe the cycle-level operation.
1) Mathematical Expression
The goal of a scaled ADD is to calculate the mean value
Vout among N inputs Vin,n as in Eq. 11, where C denotes the
number of 1s in the bit stream, m is 1 for unipolar and 2 for
bipolar, k is 0 for unipolar and 1 for bipolar. The same notation
holds for all equations below. Then we divide the total count
of both input stream Sin,n and output stream Sout by length
L for unipolar data, or scale it by L2 then subtract by 1 for
bipolar data, according to data representation. To stay within
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C. uNSADD: Unary Non-Scaled Addition

the value range, the added inputs are scaled by N to obtain the
ﬁnal output value. Despite their diﬀerences, both unipolar and
bipolar representations reduce to the same simpliﬁed operation
of counting the number of 1s as in Eq. 12.
Vout =

1
·
N

N −1

Vin,n
n=0

N −1

m · Cout
−k =
L
Cout =

n=0

1
·
N

Besides the scaled addition [3, 45], many application scenarios also require identical scale between the inputs and
outputs [53, 57]. However, conventional OR-gate based nonscaled addition is inaccurate even with special up-scaling logic
or bit stream regeneration [53, 67], and is not practical for
realistic application. We present uNSADD to perform nonscaled addition with better accuracy. Our uNSADD signiﬁcantly improves the accuracy of unipolar non-scaled addition,
and it is the ﬁrst design to support bipolar non-scaled addition.
1) Mathematical Expression
We formulate the behavior of uNSADD in Eq. 16, 17 and 18.
If overﬂowing outside [0, 1] in unipolar mode and [−1, 1] in
bipolar mode, the output value of uNSADD, Vout , is always
clipped to [−k, 1] as in Eq. 16, where m is 1 for unipolar and
2 for bipolar, k is 0 for unipolar and 1 for bipolar. In terms
of output bit count, which is always non-negative, both modes
have the same format as in Eq. 17 with the oﬀset value in
Eq. 18. We clip the bit count to the maximum value of output
length L when the sum overﬂows. Furthermore, the result can
be simpliﬁed as a minimum function due to the fact that 0 is
the lower bound of clipping.
 N −1


m · Cin,n
−k
L

(11)

N
N −1

Cin,n

(12)

n=0

2) Implementation
The architecture of uSADD for unipolar/bipolar bit streams
is shown in Figure 3(c). First, N input streams are fed into a Nbit parallel counter [49], producing a count every cycle. This is
then accumulated, and the accumulator asserts its carry signal
whenever it overﬂows, i.e., exceeds N. This signal is returned
as the output of uSADD, eﬀectively normalizing the sum of
input 1s by N across all input bit streams.
As for the output, uSADD outputs bit streams according to the inputs. Therefore, like uMUL, if uSADD directly
takes inputs from conventional stochastic computing units, the
output can also be fed to conventional stochastic computing units without extra error. As shown in the example in
Table III, unipolar uSADD generates, taking these four unipolar inputs, scaled results correctly via its accumulator, only
emitting a one when the accumulator reaches four.
3) Proof of Error Bound
This section proves that regardless of rate or temporal
−1
coding, the maximum error for uSADD is N
L ·N for unipolar and
2·(N −1)
for bipolar, which is negligible for large bit streams.
L ·N
Eq. 13 ﬁrst shows the error ΔC between uSADD’s input
count of 1s (Cin ) and the actual output count Cout . The
takeaway is that the error is always between [0, N − 1]; this
error is the leftover value of the accumulator at the end of the
bit streams.

Vout = clip
Cout
m·
− k = clip
L

= min



(16)

(17)

Cin,n − L · Coﬀset, L

where,
Coﬀset =

k
· (N − 1)
m

(18)

2) Implementation
Figure 3(d) shows the architecture of uNSADD for unipolar/bipolar bit streams. Likewise, uNSADD adopts a parallel
counter to count the bits at each cycle then stores it in the
accumulator. Then, the accumulated oﬀset is subtracted from
the accumulated input bit count at this cycle, resulting the
current anticipated output bit count. When this bit count is
greater than the historical bit count, the output is 1; otherwise
0. Table III shows unipolar uNSADD’s operation. The output is
strictly forced by the diﬀerence between the anticipated (>in,0 )
and historical (>in,1 ) output bit counts, with larger anticipated
bit count leading to a one as output.

(13)

Cin,n − N · Cout mod(N) ∈ [0, N − 1]

=



n=0

Cin,n − N · Cout
n=0
 N −1

n=0

Cin,n
m·
− k , −k, 1
L

Therefore we have the uniﬁed form,

 N −1
k +1
k
Cin,n − L · · (N − 1), 0, L ·
Cout = clip
m
m
n=0
 N −1


N −1

ΔC =

Vin,n, −k, 1
n=0
 N −1

n=0

Eq. 14 then shows the error ΔVout between uSADD’s ideal
output value Vout and the actual output value Vout .
 N −1

m
·
Cin,n − N · Cout
(14)
ΔVout = Vout − Vout =
L·N
n=0

D. Integrated uGEMM Architecture

Combining Eq. 13 and 14, Eq. 15 shows that the error bound
of uSADD for both unipolar and bipolar.


m
m · (N − 1)
ΔVout = Vout − Vout =
· ΔC ∈ 0,
(15)
L·N
L·N

We now describe how our novel functional unit designs are
integrated together to form a holistic architecture for GEMM
applications. Without loss of generality, we assume α = 1 and
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Fig. 4. uGEMM architecture and its PE. Thick line: multi-bit stream; and thin line: single-bit stream.

β = 1 in Eq. 1. We assume that matrices O, A, B and C are
of the size (m × n), (m × k), (k × n) and (m × n), respectively.
Figure 4(a) shows the architecture of uGEMM. Input A, B, and
C go through the m-by-n processing element (PE) array in the
center of the ﬁgure. Each row in the array has n PEs, all fed
by the same row of A (each with k elements), simultaneously
without buﬀering. Each column in array has m PEs, all input
by the same column of B (each with k elements), at the same
time without buﬀering, too. Each PE in the array takes only
one element from C. As shown in Figure 4(b), the (i, j)th PE
performs the multiply-accumulate (MAC) of the ith row from
A and the jth column from B, with k elements for each row and
column, then adds the (i, j)th element from C as the result. The
following highlights key advantageous features of the uGEMM
architecture.
a) Highly parallel PE array: Diﬀerent from traditional
bit-parallel binary architectures that suﬀer from wire (interconnect) congestion and high power overhead [11, 17, 22],
uGEMM’s unary computing units are designed with extremely
simple logic for low wire congestion, thus high parallelism.
At each cycle, the same input bit stream is observed simultaneously by all corresponding PEs, and the output of k-by-k
MAC operation is produced in parallel from every PE. Note
that if multiple PEs take in the same input operand, the bit
stream generators (shown in Figure 3(a, b)) for the other nonshared operands can be shared, saving the area and power
costs of additional generators. Compared to binary systems,
the highly parallel architecture of uGEMM minimizes data
scheduling, resulting in less data movement between the MAC
array and the memory, thus reducing energy consumed on
memory access [10, 11, 69].
b) Accurate input-insensitive uGEMM PE: As shown before, we re-innovate designs of multiplier (MUL) and adder
(ADD) in stochastic computing to overcome the input correlation problem and achieve high accuracy without the latency
penalty imposed by deterministic approach. This is done by
revisiting the mathematical fundamentals of unary computing.
In addition to correlation insensitivity, uGEMM is codinginsensitive, compatible with both rate-coded and temporal-

coded data. Being capable of tolerating the diﬀerent underlying
distributions imposed by the two coding methods with minimal
bit stream manipulation, the entire uGEMM can use only one
type of RNG, which is not possible in prior works.
c) Latency reduction by reliable early termination: Recall that the output is sent out from each PE one bit at a time
in a streaming manner, and one of the drawbacks in previous
unary architectures is the extended latency in generating the
bit-serial output. Thanks to uGEMM’s functional unit design,
the high-quality output bit stream ensures fast convergence
to the anticipated value, providing an opportunity for early
terminating uGEMM’s output bit streams when it is precise
enough, which can lead to large reductions in computation
latency while still maintaining accurate results. Moreover,
uGEMM is capable of performing fully in-stream processing
without the delay of binary-unary interconversion adopted in
previous unary computing architectures [57].
With these carefully designed functional units, uGEMM
has higher accuracy than those in conventional stochastic
computing and also supports temporal-coded data. The next
section systematically evaluates uGEMM in terms of accuracy,
stability and hardware eﬃciency.
V. Evaluation and Results
In this section, based on the two metrics in Section III, we
follow a bottom-up approach to systematically analyze uGEMM
performance from unit level to architecture level.
A. Evaluation Objectives
The following questions will be answered by comparing
uGEMM and its components against proper baselines regarding

the evaluation metrics proposed.
a) Q1: How much do uGEMM’s units improve over other
stochastic MULs and ADDs in output accuracy and stability?
• Accuracy: how close are the outputs of the proposed units
to binary references, measured by root mean square error.
• Output/Input stability ratio (O/I stability): this metric,
calculated by dividing the stability of the output stream
by that of the input, is used for quantifying the eﬀect
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O/I Stability Accuracy (%)

of one PE. Note that we ﬁx the stabilization threshold
VTHD = 0.05 and saturate the ratio at a maximum of one
if the unit maintains or improves the bit stream stability.
For each component, we vary these factors:
• Input resolution: this factor refers to the correspondent
binary bitwidth before conversion, to which the length of
input unary bit streams is quadratic.
• Input coding type: how will the input representation
inﬂuence the accuracy and stability of the output? Recall
the characteristics of two aforementioned representations:
– Ideal rate-coded input (RC input): low correlation
and high stability
– Ideal temporal-coded input (TC input): high correlation and low stability.
Above types are representative of streams with extreme
characteristics for typical stochastic ADD and MUL units
and provide a bound of their accuracy and stability.
In addition, we qualitatively discuss the robustness of uGEMM
functional units to bit ﬂipping errors.
b) Q2: How eﬃcient is the hardware implementation of
individual uGEMM components? We compare the hardware
implementation eﬃciency in terms of area, power, latency and
energy against previous state-of-the-arts.
c) Q3: How well does uGEMM, under diﬀerent conﬁgurations, perform compared to other unary GEMMs? At the
architecture level, we consider these two targets:
• Accuracy: what is the ﬁnal accuracy of uGEMM and how
the error propagates through functional units?
• Support for early termination: by looking at progressive
precision [5] and stability, we evaluate how well each
unary GEMM design supports early termination.
We investigate the hardware cost of area, power, latency
and energy, which are aﬀected by utilization and sharing of hardware resources. Therefore, we implement diﬀerent conﬁgurations of GEMM for various combinations of
data polarities (unipolar/bipolar) and operation requirements
(e.g., scaled/non-scaled addition).
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Fig. 5. Unipolar uMUL accuracy and O/I stability.
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Fig. 6. Bipolar uMUL accuracy and O/I stability.

in DNNs, into the counter. uMUL-IS receives both streaming
inputs and computes simultaneously. For each module, we
report the accuracy using unary input streams generated from
6-, 8-, and 10-bit binary data respectively, and results from
unipolar and bipolar input data are shown in Figure 5 and 6.
b) Results: For unipolar input, uMUL-ST has consistently
superior output accuracy and O/I stability ratio among all, even
better than ANDMUL with rate-coded input of almost zero
correlation for each bit width. Input coding poses negligible
impact on uMUL-ST’s accuracy and stability as expected from
the derivation in Section IV-A. With n-bit data, NMUL in [42]
truncates the computation from 22n in [19] back to 2n by
scrambling bit streams. This induces incompatibility with
temporal coding, reintroducing of the correlation problem,
too. As such, NMUL asymptotes uMUL in terms of accuracy and stability in most cases but never surpasses uMUL.
Though uMUL-IS slightly weakens the guarantee of probability
integrity, its overall accuracy is comparable to the ideal of
ANDMUL and more robust to temporal-coded input with
high correlation and low stability. Unlike unipolar ANDMUL,
uMUL-ST does not degrade the stability, while uMUL-IS is on
the comparable level as ANDMUL.
Although the accuracy and O/I stability ratio drop in the
bipolar implementation due to lower data resolution, similar
ﬁndings are discovered that uMUL-ST shows robust output accuracy and stability for all input compared to XNORMUL, and
bipolar uMUL-IS still achieves acceptable and stable results.

B. Evaluation of uGEMM Functional Units
With an in-house C++-based cycle-accurate unary simulator,
we simulate our uGEMM functional units, as well as prior
stochastic MUL and ADD implementations. For bit stream
generation, we use Sobol sequence generators, which have
shown superior eﬃciency for stochastic computing [35]. To
mitigate the randomness in bit stream generation [35], the
results are averaged across millions of random trials, as
diﬀerent input values and diﬀerent Sobol sequence generators
vary the output accuracy and stability.
1) uMUL
a) Setup: We compare uMUL, including its static and instream implementations (uMUL-ST and uMUL-IS), with previous ANDMUL/XNORMUL [14] and more recent NMUL by
Najaﬁ et al. [42] for stochastic
multiplication. uMUL-ST per
eﬀ
fectly ensures P Sin,1 = 1 equal to the expected probability
of input 1 by preloading one multiplicand, e.g. static weights
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Fig. 7. uSADD accuracy and O/I stability.

Fig. 8. uNSADD accuracy and O/I stability.

2) uSADD
a) Setup: We evaluate the uSADD against MUXADD for
stochastic addition in Section II-A. The same setup for bit
width and input representations is used here as before, while
we ﬁx the number of ADD channel to two in the evaluation
of individual functional units.
b) Results: Figures 7(a) and 7(b) shows the uSADD output accuracy and O/I stability ratio for unipolar and bipolar
format respectively. uSADD has almost perfect accuracy regardless of input types unlike the MUXADD whose accuracy
is dependent on input types since uSADD has no stochastic
selection signal to introduce correlation problem in MUXADD. Also, it helps uSADD better retain bit stream stability.
For MUXADD, the ﬁnal accuracy for temporal-coded input is
higher than rate-coded input because when input bit streams
are maximally correlated, the inﬂuence of selection signal is
negligible. Larger input bit widths contribute to performance,
too. For bipolar, we observe the same trend as that of unipolar,
but the accuracy and the ability of maintaining stability reduce
proportionally because of lower input resolution.
3) uNSADD
a) Setup: ORADD in Section II-A is the baseline for
uNSADD’s unipolar non-scaled stochastic addition. Meanwhile, uNSADD is the ﬁrst to incorporate bipolar non-scaled
stochastic addition by setting the oﬀset. Eﬀects of input type,
bit width, and input channel are still investigated.
b) Results: Figure 8(a) shows the unipolar uNSADD’s
performance, whose accuracy is almost perfect for both input representations compared to ORADD, whose accuracy
degrades greatly with temporal-coded input. uNSADD retains
better stability than ORADD, too. Results also indicate that
uNSADD is stable with diﬀerent bit widths, while longer input
streams contribute to some improvement.
From Figure 8(b), we conclude that the design of uNSADD
is compatible with bipolar data using rate-coded input data,
too, whose accuracy rates above 90% in all cases and reaches
almost 100% with 10-bit inputs. The stability retainment is
satisfactory as well with rate-coded input. Though, facing
temporal-coded inputs, the accuracy and stability retainment
become less reliable due to less stable input bit streams, the

accuracy still shoots almost to 80%. Nevertheless, this worst
case scenario does not apply to uNSADD in uGEMM since the
bipolar uNSADD accepts input of better quality from uMUL’s
output instead of raw highly unstable temporal-coded input.
4) Robustness Analysis
uGEMM functional units leverage register-based logic, like
RNGs in uMUL and counters in uSADD and uNSADD, to ensure their precise behavior, which expose higher vulnerability
to hardware errors. Though the robustness might decrease
on the microarchitecture level, the system-level robustness
still maintains similar to prior unary systems, as prior unary
systems require signiﬁcant amounts of, even more, correlation
manipulating logic [32] to ensure high accuracy.
5) Hardware Implementation
a) Setup: The hardware for unipolar/bipolar multiplier,
scaled adder, non-scaled adder of 8-bit data precision is
synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler with TSMC
45 nm technology and a clock frequency of 400 MHz.
The results are listed in Table IV. including uGEMM’s
uMUL, uSADD, and uNSADD. Note that all multipliers have
two inputs and adders have eight inputs. We ﬁrst compare against the well accepted classic stochastic design by
Gaines [14], which supports all operations except the bipolar
non-scaled addition. Sim et al. propose an improved multiplier
that trades oﬀ accuracy for energy eﬃciency [57]. The deterministic approach by Jenson and Riedel [19], which repeats
stochastic bit streams with counters for accuracy, is applied to
existing stochastic functional units. We also consider a latencyoptimized deterministic approach by Najaﬁ et al. [42], where
counters are substituted with linear-feedback shift registers
(LFSRs). We implement the rotation method for both deterministic approaches as described in [19, 42]. We implement
all bit stream generators (excluding the counters in Jenson’s
and LFSRs in Najaﬁ’s) as Sobol sequence generators [35].
b) Results: The unipolar uMUL’s synthesis results indicate that it has better area, power, and energy eﬃciency
compared to all its counterparts. Note that Jenson’s deterministic approach trades oﬀ latency for precision via repeating
bit streams. For the scaled addition, uSADD only introduces
minor area and power overhead compared to Gaines’ stochastic
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TABLE V
Final accuracy comparison of GEMMs.

TABLE IV
Hardware cost comparison of unary functional units.

Unit

Polarity

uMUL

Unipolar
Bipolar
Unipolar
Bipolar
Unipolar
Bipolar
Unipolar
Bipolar
Unipolar
Bipolar

Gaines
Sim
Jenson
Najaﬁ
uSADD

Gaines
Jenson
Najaﬁ
uNSADD

Gaines

Both
Both
Both
Both
Unipolar
Bipolar
Unipolar

Area Power
(μm2 )
(μW)
Multiplier
207.6
60.9
364.3
99.8
378.7
122.1
377.0
128.2
278.0
80.7
278.7
83.0
520.2
131.6
526.2
137.9
521.4
139.1
514.0
141.4
Scaled adder
60.5
32.3
55.7
29.1
84.5
30.1
86.1
29.0
Non-scaled adder
181.7
65.0
196.5
69.7
11.8
5.1

Latency
(ns)

Energy
(pJ)

640
640
640
640
640
640
163840
163840
640
640

39.0
63.9
78.1
82.0
51.6
53.1
21561.3
22593.5
89.0
90.5

640
640
163840
640

20.7
18.6
4931.6
18.6

640
640
640

41.6
44.6
3.3

Design
uGEMM

Gaines
Sim
Jenson
Najaﬁ

RC
TC
RC
TC
RC
TC
RC
TC
RC
TC

Unipolar
scaled
99.82%
99.82%
97.21%
91.60%
98.30%
91.47%
100%
100%
97.5%
N.A.

Unipolar
non-scaled
100%
100%
44.13%
70.45%
99.95%
70.93%
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Bipolar
scaled
99.57%
99.54%
91.48%
65.80%
95.52%
91.48%
100%
100%
93.4%
N.A.

Bipolar
non-scaled
97.59%
61.37%
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

report the cycles it takes to stabilize. Results are averaged over
numerous random tests for better statistical proﬁling.
b) Results: The ﬁnal accuracies of all the GEMM implementations are shown in Table V. uGEMM attains accuracies
of higher than 99% under all combinations of requirements
on data polarity and scale except for the bipolar non-scaled
temporal-coded input due to overﬂowing, which is induced by
the low-stability TC input in this case. Nevertheless, uGEMM
achieves almost perfect ﬁnal accuracy comparable to Jenson’s.
Furthermore, uGEMM supports more input combinations, providing ﬂexibility using same hardware. Regarding its counterparts, the accuracy is reasonable. Gaines’ classic design
works stably in most cases except for the unipolar RC data
with non-scaled addition and bipolar data with scaled addition.
By probing the input and the unit’s response, we argue that
the accuracy drop is caused by input-associated overﬂow and
instability, which is reﬂected in Figure 9. Sim’s design works
well without the problem troubling the conventional stochastic
units, which partially attributes to its binary addition, avoiding
the inaccuracy in addition. Jenson’s approach achieves perfect
ﬁnal accuracy as expected. The latency-optimized deterministic approach by Najaﬁ achieves higher accuracy than Gaines’
but lower than uGEMM and Sim’s.
In Figure 9, we plot the curves of progressive accuracy from
the ﬁrst to the last cycle (256th for uGEMM, Gaines’, Sim’s and
Najaﬁ’s but 2562th for Jenson’s). The stable points, from where
the progressive accuracy maintains above 95% are highlighted.
Whereas it statistically implies a higher likelihood that the
accuracy will not degrade drastically when the computation is
terminated earlier if stable points are closer to the y-axis in
this plot. The gray area bounded in between the curves shows
the diﬀerence between accuracies with rate-coded input and
temporal-coded input, and a smaller area indicates lower inputcoding sensitivity. In a nutshell, for each combination and
input type, uGEMM outperforms all other approaches in terms
of how early its accuracy can stabilize, up to 84% and 99.6%
(on average 53% and 51% across all conﬁgurations) fewer
cycles for RC and TC input. Also, except for the conﬁguration
of bipolar non-scaled GEMM, uGEMM has smaller shaded
area comparatively, suggesting a higher compatibility of input
data representation and distribution. Note that Najaﬁ’s design
does not support temporal coding due to bit stream scrambling.

units with a large improvement in terms of accuracy observed
from previous results. The unipolar scaled adder introduced
in Jenson’s work is also of low area and power overhead but
higher latency. uNSADD is the ﬁrst to support bipolar nonscaled addition. This universal and accurate design trades oﬀ
some hardware eﬃciency for high adaptiveness and accuracy
according to our output evaluation before.
Overall, the implementations of uGEMM’s individual components are proven hardware-eﬃcient. Furthermore, we will
investigate its higher level eﬃciency in GEMM related to the
types of operations, resource sharing, etc.
C. Evaluation of uGEMM Architecture
On the GEMM level, we consider ﬁnal accuracy, ﬁtness
to early termination, and hardware cost. uGEMM’s target is
preserving the area and power eﬃciency as previous unary
architecture but reducing its error, latency, as well as providing
compatibility for distinct input codings. Based on diﬀerent
uGEMM functional units, we evaluate all the combinations for
building an 8-bit fully parallel uGEMM. We opt to employ
uMUL-ST in uGEMM for a fair comparison against the baseline
GEMMs where inputs are generated with static values. We
ﬁxed the GEMM shape to m = k = n = 16 for evaluation
purpose. Same as our functional unit evaluation, we again
evaluate Gaines’, Sim’s, Jenson’s and Najaﬁ’s unary schemes.
1) Accuracy and Compatibility of Early Termination
a) Setup: We provide the same rate-coded and temporalcoded input cases to uGEMM and applicable baselines. The
ﬁnal accuracy after complete computation is reported for
each conﬁguration. Further, we show the progressive accuracy
curves throughout the processing duration and mark where it
becomes stable, assuming that it is stable when keeping above
95% of the achievable accuracy. Under this assumption, we
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uGEMM
Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%) Acc. (%)

Gaines
Sim
Jenson

Najafi

RC Unipolar
TC scaled
100

Unipolar
non-scaled

Bipolar
scaled

Bipolar
non-scaled

TABLE VI
Hardware comparison of GEMMs.

GEMM

50
0
100

uGEMM

50

Gaines
Sim
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Najaﬁ

N.A.

0
100
50

N.A.

uGEMM

0
100
50

Gaines
Sim

N.A.

N.A.

uGEMM

0
100
50

N.A.

Gaines
Sim
Jenson
Najaﬁ

N.A.

0

Fig. 9. Progressive accuracy (curves) and stability (dots) comparison of
GEMMs. Cycle ranges from 1 to 256 in uGEMM, Gaines’, Sim’s and Najaﬁ’s;
and 1 to 2562 in Jenson’s.

uGEMM

Area
Power
Latency
(W)
(μs)
(mm2 )
Unipolar scaled
0.43
0.15
0.64
1.57
0.50
0.64
0.52
0.18
0.64
0.08
0.02
163.84
1.26
0.46
0.64
Unipolar non-scaled
0.44
0.12
0.64
1.55
0.49
0.64
0.50
0.15
0.64
Bipolar scaled
0.76
0.21
0.64
1.56
0.50
0.64
0.53
0.18
0.64
0.08
0.02
163.84
1.25
0.45
0.64
Bipolar non-scaled
0.77
0.20
0.64

Energy
(μJ)
0.07
0.32
0.11
3.91
0.29
0.07
0.31
0.09
0.13
0.32
0.12
3.90
0.29
0.13

To conclude, uGEMM attains excellent area, power, latency,
and energy eﬃciency with a guarantee of accuracy compared
to the state-of-the-art unary paradigms, providing better design
trade-oﬀs, i.e., best early termination capability.
3) Comparison with Non-Unary GEMM
a) Bit-Parallel Binary GEMM: Based on prior measurements [31] where unary matrix multiplication and convolution
are shown to be 13% and 180% more energy-eﬃcient than
their binary counterparts, we estimate that with support for
early termination (which reduces the unary latency by 84%),
uGEMM can achieve similar energy eﬃciency as binary matrix
multiplication and around 10× that of binary convolution. The
unary-binary hybrid DNN accelerator in [33] improves the
energy eﬃciency by 1.23× under the same area budget as the
pure binary implementation.
b) Bit-Serial Binary GEMM: Due to less wire congestion, bit-serial computing has slightly higher energy eﬃciency
compared to bit-parallel binary computing. According to [55],
the bit-serial implementation of a DNN accelerator [23] sees
around 1.7× and 1.3× higher performance and energy eﬃciency compared with the bit-parallel Eyeriss in [11]. Though
promising, this falls short of our estimated 10× improvement
in energy eﬃciency for uGEMM, discussed above.
Moreover, as previous studies demonstrate, in practical sensing systems, uGEMM can outperform such binary schemes by
operating on unary data directly from sensors without expensive unary-to-binary data conversion [7, 33, 41, 57]. In [24],
the authors use specialized analog-to-stochastic converters to
transform the sensed analog signal into unary data without
any binary conversion, leading to 56.3× and 2.1× average
improvement in area and energy consumption, respectively.

2) Hardware Implementation
a) Setup: As shown in Table VI, we evaluated all
hardware implementations of corresponding conﬁgurations of
GEMM for unipolar/bipolar data and scaled/non-scaled accumulation. For each version, we utilize its inherent features to
optimize the implementation as better as we can. For uGEMM
and Sim’s GEMM, we share RNGs for the same input branches
of diﬀerent multipliers (input 1) in Figure 3 if their inputs 0
come from the same source data, as those RNGs will be
updated synchronously. For Jenson’s GEMM, the repeated bit
streams can be constructed in the same manner regardless of
correlation entirely, yielding a more eager resource sharing of
bit stream generator. Due to the fact that the Gaines’ GEMM
does not have those inherent features, no sharing mechanism
is applied to retain accuracy. Najaﬁ’s design has to maintain
enough LFSRs to keep the accuracy, because its truncation
mechanism emulates the behavior of Gaines’ design using
LFSRs, where the correlation problem is critical.
b) Results: From Table VI, we ﬁnd that all versions of
uGEMM consume small area and low power, whose values
are lower than those of Gaines’, Sim’s and Najaﬁ’s. We
also observe that Jenson’s GEMM is signiﬁcantly more lightweighted than others. We conclude this diﬀerence is mainly
due to resource sharing schemes under the accuracy constraint
recalling the comparable unit-level area and power. However,
one drawback of Jenson’s design is its long latency, accounting
for the higher energy consumption. For both unipolar-scaled
GEMM and unipolar-non-scaled GEMM, uGEMM consumes
the least power, while for bipolar-scaled GEMM, it is only less
than 0.02 μJ higher than the lowest one by Sim’s. The bipolarnon-scaled uGEMM shows pleasant hardware eﬃciency, too,
related to the ratio between of multiplications and additions.

VI. uGEMM on Multilayer Perceptron
As a case study, we evaluate uGEMM’s accuracy and capability of early termination at the application level and compare
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